FAMILY WEEKEND

6TH ANNUAL STONE A CAPPELLA CONCERT

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30TH 2016  MEMORIAL CHAPEL, 1 PM

WESLEYAN SPIRITS

The Wesleyan Spirits is Wesleyan's oldest all-male a cappella group. We sing a combination of pop songs, old New England college tunes, choral pieces, and Georgian music.

Connor Bennion '17
Max Luton '17
Adam Ruth '17
Liam Tran '17
Ethan Yaro '17
Elliot Williams '18
Ben Sarraile '19
Griffin Barich '20
Johnny Hayes '20
Sam Petersen '20
Kyle Russell '20
Nick Ticali '20

QUASIMODAL

Quasimodal is Wesleyan's oldest co-ed a cappella group, founded in 1983. We sing songs ranging from soul to pop, to indie rock and jazz—basically, anything we love. We might be a friend group with a singing problem, but we're glad you're here to help us decide. Thanks for coming out!

Jane Levy '17
Jamie Hom '17
Julia Tyminski '17
Katherine Paterson '18
Rafael Orona '18
Sam Friedman '18
Molly Bogin '18
Joseph Cahn '18
Marni Loffman '19
Daphne Gampel '19
Unique Wenxuan Xue '19
Amira Leila S. '19
Frederic Wills '19
Gabriel Smith '19
Charlie Schine '20
Leo Miranda '20

SLAVEI

Slavei is Wesleyan's oldest Eastern European, Georgian and Balkan a cappella group (with the occasional instrument.) Welcome to our newest members! It’s been wonderful sharing our music with you and you’ve taken to it like Chula Baba to a scarf.

Nadja Shannon-Dabek '17
Claire Marshall '17
Cassie Willson '17
Darian Sanders '17
Torie Davids '17
Anna Savage '18
Jack Gorlin '18
Tano Brock '19
Ona Lepeska-True '19
Lucas Mani '19
Sarah Osborn '19
Sammy Stephens '19
Reed Stutz '19
Hannah Gallogly '19
Tomas Rogel '19
Nick Burnham '20

CARDINAL SINNERS

The Cardinal Sinners is Wesleyan's oldest all-female a cappella group. We sing everything from R&B to pop and soul.

Samara Prywes '17
Sarah Anwar '17
Amanda Farman '17
Aliya Lyons '17
Talia Cohen '19
Eliana (Ellie) Donner-Klein '19
Camille De Beus '19
Jenna Shelby-Glick '19
Tesheia Van Der Horst '19
Erin Mitchell '19
Jessica Brandon '20
Zoë Kaplan '20

THE IMAGINEERS

The Imagineers is Wesleyan's one and only Disney A Capella Group, and the newest group on campus. We only sing Disney Songs, and strive to make you happy.

Steven Fields '19
Lucas Mani '19
Rodrick Edwards '19
Justin Campos '19
Isaac Jacobs '20
Robin Waterman '19
Emily Butcher '17
Emily Denmark '19
Caroline Bhupathi '20
Melanie Nelson '19
Chloe Briskin '18
Kelsey Tam '19
MIXOLYDIANS

The Mixolydians is a mixed vocal ensemble that sings an eclectic selection of music: classic and contemporary choral work, madrigals, as well as pieces from all over the world. Performing in multiple languages, the Mixolydians aim to cultivate an interest in small ensemble works while sharing a mutual love of choral art and musical expression.

Jessie Abdow '17       Paula Tartell '18       Andrea Weires '19
Connor Bennion '17     Anna Apostolidis '19     Lizzie Whitney '19
Lisa Shepard '17       Jackie Buskop '19        Joshua Hicks '20
Julia Zachary '17      Hugo Kessler '19

NOTABLY SHARP

Notably Sharp is Wesleyan’s best dressed a cappella group.

Julia Morrison '17      Kavya Padmanabhan '18     Langston Lynch '20
Henry Bushnell '17      Khephren Spigner '18      Cal Mirowitz '20
Ryan Breen '17          Sarah Osborne '19        Kyle Russell '20
Torie Davids '18        Caroline Adams '19       Naomi Okada '20
Sonya Bessalel '18      Angel Martin '19         Nick Ticali '20
Nate Ko '18

SLENDER JAMES

Slender James was founded in a simulation of 2011 under the auspices of a cosmic DOYCE. It is now an institution with several norms and regenerative properties.

Henry Bushnell '17      Noah Mertz '17           Lucas Mani '19
Matthew Godshall '17    William Gifford '18      Frederic Wills '19
Darian Sanders '17     Nick Hawkins '19          Thomas Hanes '20

ONOMATOPOEIA

Onomatopoeia is an all-female a cappella group founded in 1990. We have 13 fabulously amazing members who sing a diverse blend of music from all genres, including pop, oldies, folk, and R&B. We are a democratically-run group in which all members may lead, sing different voice parts, and arrange music.

Susannah Clark '17      Marni Loffman '19       Julia Glassman '20
Leyla Wade '17          Talia Goldberg '19       Winona Murphy '20
Sara Dean '17           Kati Young '19          Lily Davis '20
Julia DeVarti '17       Jana O'Donnell '20      Carina Bolaños Lewen '20
Melanie Nelson '19

NEW GROUP

Whereas, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and eighty-eight, a group was founded by some singers, containing, among other things, the following, to wit: That New Group should don the title of “sexy a cappella group” forthwith, that Wesleyan will radiate with the vital essence of pure awesome. Now, the Wesleyan New Group, by virtue of the pitch recognition vested in our ears, in time of open concert with other groups, hereunto set our voices and cause notes in harmonies to be affixed.

Lydia Elmer '17          Babe Howard '19         Grace Stanfield '20
Annie Flom '17           Ali Dawes '19          Rhys O’Connor '20
Mimi Goldstein '17       Jordan Roe '19         Alex Carroll-Cabanes '20
Hank Barrett '17         Nikki Ladd '20         Nick Burnham '20
David Peck '17           Sam Rizon '20
Shane Bannon '18

Sponsored by the Charles B. Stone, Jr. A Cappella Fund. The Charles B. Stone, Jr. A Cappella Fund was established through the generosity of Sarah Stone Maynard ’79, P’11 and Fred Maynard ’80, P’11 in honor of Sarah’s father, Chip Stone ’49, P’79, P’82, GP’11, GP’15, and in celebration of the Stone family’s long Wesleyan legacy. Once called the “singing college of New England,” Wesleyan still boasts a strong musical tradition. The Annual Stone A Cappella Concert provides an extraordinary showcase of the vocal talent and stage presence of Wesleyan undergraduates.